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1  Advice  Publications  Training

Universal Credit managed 
migration: latest news
As quite a few of you have been saying on the advice line 
in recent weeks, in the current climate it is hard to keep 
track of the latest announcements about managed 
migration and changes to the implementation dates.

What has happened?
On 15 January 2019, the original 
draft regulations that provided for  
UC managed migration were 
withdrawn. They have been replaced 
by a new set of draft regulations: 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
ukdsi/2019/9780111178317

Timetable
As it stands, from July 2019, there  
will be a pilot of 10,000 claimants 
who will be manage migrated to UC. 
It is not clear what areas these 
claimants will be from, or whether 
they will be particular ‘types’ of 
claimants – i.e. single, families, 
couples. After this process has been 
completed, an impact assessment 
will be carried out. The national roll 
out of managed migration is currently 
planned to start in November 2020 
and to be completed by March 2023, 
but these dates may well change as  
a result of the pilot. 

Other snippets from the new draft 
regulations:

  Claimants will have 3 months to 
make a claim for Universal Credit 
(from the date that they receive 
their migration notice) before their 
legacy benefits will be terminated

  entitlement to a transitional 
element of UC will be considered 
for claimants who will be worse 
off

  a discretionary hardship payment 
will be introduced (from July 2019) 
for claimants who suffer hardship 
as a result of managed migration

  from July 2020 there will  
be a two-week run on of  
income-related ESA, Income 
Support and income-based JSA  
for claimants who migrate to UC

  the minimum income floor  
(which applies to self-employed 
claimants) will not apply for  
a 12-month period regardless  
of when the self-employment 
started; from July 2019 for 
claimants who are managed 
migrated and from September 
2020 for claimants who are 
naturally migrated

  students who are currently 
entitled to a legacy benefit  
will be able to meet the UC 
entitlement conditions if they  
are managed migrated

  transitional payments will be 
introduced for eligible claimants 
who were in receipt of the severe 
disability premium in their legacy 
benefits (see full article). 

Please be aware – these regulations 
are still in draft form and may well 
change. Again, we will keep you 
informed of any developments. 
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Universal Credit  
in the spotlight
Despite Brexit taking up most of 
the government’s time over the 
last few weeks, Universal Credit 
has been back in the news, with 
Amber Rudd announcing further 
changes to the system – some 
expected and some not.

The main changes that have been announced:

   Severe disability premium gateway in place 

   Two child limit rules altered

   Managed migration – pilot confirmed

   Date set for closure of UC for ‘mixed age’ couples

More detail on all of these changes is given in the 
Bulletin, alongside a handy timeline (right) to help 
you keep track of what is happening when!

Change date: 16 Jan 2019
Claimants entitled to the 

severe disability premium in 
their legacy benefit will not be 
able to claim Universal Credit

Change date: April 2019
Benefit uprating including 
increased work allowance 

in Universal Credit

Change date: 15 May 2019
Pension Credit closed for 

mixed aged couples where 
youngest partner is below 

pension age

Change date: Oct 2019
The maximum reduction 

for debt recovery in 
Universal Credit will 

change from 40% to 30%

Change date: Oct 2021
Recovery period for 
Universal Credit advance 
payments extended from 
12 months to 16 months

Change date: Sep 2020
Self-employed claimants who 
naturally migrate to Universal 
Credit (i.e. following a change 
of circumstances) will have a 
12-month period before the 
minimum income floor applies 

Change date: April 2020
The Universal Credit 

surplus earnings threshold 
may reduce (currently nil 

UC threshold + £2500)

Change date: July 2020
An additional two-week 

payment of income-related 
Employment and Support 

Allowance, Income Support  
& Income-based Jobseeker’s 

Allowance at the start of a 
Universal Credit claim

Change date: Nov 2020
Universal Credit managed 

migration starts in full

Change date: Oct 2023
Transfer of rent support 

from Housing Benefit 
to Pension Credit

Change date: 1 Feb 2019
End of the Universal Credit 
child limit interim period –  
new claimants with 3 or  
more children claim UC

Change date: 1 Feb 2019
Amendments to the two child 
limit rules in Universal Credit

Change date: 1 Feb 2019
Child element introduced  
into Pension Credit

Change date: July 2019
Managed migration – legacy 
benefit claimants moved on 
to Universal Credit - pilot of 
10,000 UC claimants 

Change date: July 2019
Self-employed claimants 
who move to Universal Credit 
through managed migration 
will have a 12-month period 
before the minimum income 
floor applies (regardless of 
when the self-employment 
started)

Change date: July 2019
Introduction of a 
discretionary hardship 
payment for those that are 
in hardship as a result of the 
managed migration process

BENEFIT CHANGES TIMELINE:  
2019 AND BEYOND*

*Please note: these changes are subject to change. 
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SDP? No UC! - the severe 
disability premium: restrictions 
on claims for Universal Credit 
and transitional payments
Regulations (SI.No.10/2019) came into force on 16 January 
2019 which prevent claimants who are entitled to the severe 
disability premium as part of their legacy benefits from claiming 
Universal Credit until the managed migration process begins.

Separate draft regulations  
(The Universal Credit (Managed 
Migration Pilot and Miscellaneous 
Amendments) Regulations 2019)  
also make provision for a top up 
amount for claimants who were 
entitled to the SDP and have  
already moved onto UC. 

So, what is the severe disability 
premium and what do these changes 
actually mean for your clients?

What is the severe  
disability premium?
The severe disability premium is  
an extra amount that is available  
to claimants of income-based 
Jobseekers Allowance, income-
related Employment and Support 
Allowance, Income Support and 
Housing Benefit. It is not a separate 
benefit that can be claimed by itself. 
It is worth £64.30 per week (2018/19) 
for each person that qualifies.

To be entitled to the severe disability 
premium, all the following criteria 
must apply:

   you get Personal Independence 
Payment daily living component 
(either standard or enhanced 

rate), Attendance Allowance 
(either rate), Disability Living 
Allowance care component 
(middle or higher rate) or Armed 
Forces Independence Payment

   no one aged 18 or over lives with 
you (some people are ‘ignored’ – 
see below)

   no one is paid Carer’s Allowance  
or the Carer Element in Universal 
Credit for looking after you.

There are some people who do  
not count as living with you:

   anyone aged 18 or 19 who is  
part of your family and counts  
as a qualifying young person for 
Child Benefit purposes

   anyone who is getting one of the 
disability benefits listed above

   a person who is certified as 
severely sight impaired or blind  
by a consultant ophthalmologist

   a tenant, lodger or landlord, 
provided that they are not a 
relative

   anyone who jointly owns your 
home or is joint tenant (if a close 
relative, seek advice)

   a live in carer employed by a 
charitable or voluntary body if  
you pay a wage for the service.

What is different  
under Universal Credit?
Universal Credit does not include an 
equivalent of the severe disability 
premium. Under Universal Credit, 
there are no additional amounts 
available based purely on receipt of a 
disability benefit such as PIP or DLA. 

Before the introduction of the new 
regulations, a claimant entitled to  
the SDP could move onto Universal 
Credit as part of the natural migration 
process (due to a change in their 
circumstances) and be significantly 
worse off financially, with no 
transitional protection available.  
This lack of protection was 
challenged, and the government 
announced that they would make 
two changes: introduce a gateway 
condition to prevent people entitled 
to the SDP from claiming UC due to  
a change in circumstances, and 
provide protection for claimants  
who had already moved cross. 
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What do the regulations mean 
for legacy benefit claimants 
receiving the SDP?
The regulations in force from  
16 January 2019 deal with the  
first change. No claim may now  
be made for Universal Credit by  
a claimant who: 

   is (or has been within the past 
month) entitled to an award of  
an existing benefit that includes  
a severe disability premium; 

   in a case where the award ended 
during that month, has continued 
to satisfy the conditions for 
eligibility for a severe disability 
premium; and 

   is not a notified person  
(e.g. someone who has started  
the managed migration process).

This means that legacy benefits  
will still be available to claimants  
who fulfil the above criteria.

If, at the point of migration, you 
receive less money under UC than  
you received from your legacy 
benefits, you will receive an extra 
amount in your UC – called a 
transitional element. Although this 
does protect people at the point  
of transfer, it is worth noting that  
the transitional payment is not 
protected forever – it will be slowly 
reduced by the uprating of other 
elements of UC and may stop 
altogether in some cases (such as 
where a couple separate or form). 

What do the regulations  
mean for UC claimants  
who were getting the SDP  
in their previous legacy 
benefit award?
The regulations in force from  
16 January only prevent legacy 
benefits claimants who are  
entitled to the SDP from claiming  
UC. They do not make provision for 
the second change promised by the 
government; providing a financial  
top up for claimants who have 
already transferred to UC and were 
entitled to SDP before they claimed. 

The regulations that provide this 
protection are still in draft form,  
and it is not yet known when they  
will come into force. Subject to  
any changes that may be made,  
the draft regulations indicate that  
the DWP will, ‘where it comes to  
their attention’ check to see  
whether all the following apply: 

   the claimant became entitled  
to an award of Universal Credit 
before 16 January 2019, but  
would have been prevented from 
claiming if the post 16 January 
2019 rules had been in force at 
that time; 

   the claimant has remained 
continuously entitled to UC  
since moving onto it from  
legacy benefits;

   the claimant has not formed  
a couple or separated from a 
partner since moving onto UC;

   the claimant has not ceased to be 
entitled to the qualifying disability 
benefit (see list above); and,

   no person has become a carer  
for the claimant.

If all the above conditions apply,  
then the claimant will be entitled to 
an extra amount of Universal Credit 
– called a ‘transitional SDP amount’. 
Claimants will be entitled to a 
backdated amount (for the time 
already spent on UC) as well as an 
amount going forwards. If the 
claimant has a subsequent change  
in circumstances (such as losing  
their disability benefit or separating 
from/taking on a partner) then the 
transitional SDP amount will end. 

Transitional SDP amount
The draft regulations set out the 
following amounts:

For a single claimant:

   £80 per month if the Limited 
Capability for Work Related 
Activity (LCWRA) element is 
included in their UC award, or

   £280 per month if the LCWRA 
element is not included in the 
award. 

For joint claimants:

   £360 if both members were 
entitled to the SDP and no person 
has since become a carer for 
either or both of them, or

   £80 if the LCWRA element is 
included in the award in respect  
of either of them, or 

   £280, if the LCWRA element is not 
included in the award in respect of 
either of them and either one SDP 
rate was payable in their legacy 
benefits, or two SDP’s were paid, 
but a person has since become  
a carer for one of them.

Fred is entitled to income-related 
ESA which includes the severe 
disability premium. In February 
2019 he moves to a new house 
in a different local authority area 
and is able to make a new claim 
for housing benefit.

Will people in this  
position ever have to  
claim Universal Credit?
The new regulations which stop 
people who are entitled to the SDP 
from claiming UC do not apply to 
managed migration. Managed 
migration is the nationally managed 
process where claimants will be 
moved across onto Universal Credit 
regardless of whether they have  
had a change in their circumstances. 
Managed migration is not due to  
start in full until November 2020,  
but a pilot of 10,000 claimants will  
be carried out from July 2019. 
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Note: the backdated amount of 
transitional SDP payment that 
claimants receive will be disregarded 
as capital either for the period the 
arrears covered, or for 12 months, 
whichever is longer. 

Will all claimants who had the 
SDP in their legacy benefits 
get the extra amount?
In short, no. It is the situation  
of the claimant on the date that  
the DWP check their case that  
counts. Examples of claimants  
who will lose out on any protection 
include the following:

PIP
Moira has been on UC for a year  
with an award of PIP, is then 
reassessed and loses entitlement  
to the daily living component –  
Moira would receive no protection 
going forward, or to cover them for 
the time already spent on UC – the 
transitional SDP payment is looked  
at as a whole, not as two separate 
potential entitlements. 

Carer
Rahul has a carer who has not 
claimed Carer’s Allowance in the  
past as they were aware that it  
could affect the Rahul’s benefit 
income. After Rahul moves onto UC, 
the carer is informed that claiming 
Carer’s Allowance will not have any 
impact on the Rahul’s UC claim. 

Couple separating
Tom and Mary are a couple who are 
both in receipt of the SDP premium. 
After they move onto UC, but before 
the DWP check their case, Tom passes 
away. As Mary has to make a new 
claim for UC as a single person, she is 
no longer entitled to any protection. 

Pension Credit Changes
Additional amounts for 
children introduced
As things stand at the moment, 
there are no child amounts paid  
in respect of children or qualifying 
young people in awards of Pension 
Credit. This is because support for 
the children or young people is 
paid in the form of Child Tax Credit.

But tax credits will eventually be 
abolished, upon the full roll-out of 
Universal Credit. Once tax credits 
have been abolished, support for 
the youngsters will have to come 
from somewhere. It can’t come 
from UC. People over State 
Pension age can’t claim UC.

So, the support will come in  
the form of child additions, like 
there used to be, and in some rare 
cases still are, in Income Support. 
From 1 February 2019 a child 
addition will be introduced into 
Pension Credit claims for 
claimants who have responsibility 
for a child or qualifying young 
person, and who are not already 
receiving tax credits (Child Tax 
credit and/or Working Tax Credit).

The amounts payable are as 
follows:

  £63.84 per week for an eldest 
child born before 6 April 2017

and/or

  £53.34 per week per child  
or subsequent child 

plus

  £29.02 per week for a child  
who receives DLA or PIP  
(not high rate/enhanced  
rate care/daily living) 

and/or

  £88.34 (£90.23 from April 
2019) per week for a child who 
receives DLA high rate care 
component or PIP enhanced 
rate daily living or is certified 
severely sight impaired or blind. 

For more information see:  
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
uksi/2018/676/made 

Mixed age couples
In addition, from 15 May 2019, 
mixed age couples will be 
excluded from entitlement to 
Pension Credit. They will have to 
claim Universal Credit instead. 

By mixed age couple, we mean a 
couple where one is under State 
Pension age, and the other over.

Mixed age couples on Pension 
Credit before 15 May may 
continue to receive Pension Credit. 

For details, see SI. No. 37/2019. 
The DMG Memo is yet to be 
published.



NON-MEANS-TESTED
Attendance Allowance
 Lower rate £58.70
 Higher rate £87.65

Bereavement Support Payment
With dependent children
 Lump sum £3,500
 Monthly payment £350.00
Without dependent children
 Lump sum £2,500
 Monthly payment £100.00

Carer’s Allowance £66.15
 Adult dependant £38.90
 Earnings threshold £123.00

Child Benefi t
 Eldest or only child £20.70
 Each other child £13.70

Child dependant additions
 Eldest or only child £8.00
 Each other child £11.35

Disability Living Allowance
Care component
 Lower rate £23.20
 Middle rate £58.70
 Higher rate £87.65
Mobility component
 Lower rate £23.20
 Higher rate £61.20

Employment and Support Allowance
Basic allowance
 Age 16–24  £57.90
 Age 16–24 main phase £73.10
 Age 25 or over £73.10
Work-related activity component £29.05
Support component £38.55
Permitted work  – higher limit £131.50

– lower limit £20.00 

Guardian’s Allowance £17.60

Industrial Injuries (100%) £179.00

April 2019 –
     April 2020

BENEFIT
RATES

MEANS-TESTED 

Universal Credit

fi gures per month
Capital limits 
Upper limit £16,000
Lower limit £6,000
Lower limit – care homes £10,000
(yield income – £4.35 per £250 or part £250)

Allowances
 Single age under 25 £251.77
 Single age 25 or over £317.82
 Couple both under 25 £395.20
 Couple either 25 or over £498.89

Elements
Eldest or only child £277.08
Child  £231.67
Disabled child
 Lower rate £126.11
 Higher rate £392.08
Limited capability for work £126.11
Limited capability for work – 
related activity £336.20
Carer  £160.20

Childcare: maximum
 One child 85% of cost up to £646.35
  Two or more children 85% 

of cost up to £1,108.04

Housing cost contribution
Age 21 and over £73.89

Work Allowances
Responsible for child/limited capability for work
Lower: with housing costs £287.00
Higher: without housing costs £503.00

Welfare Benefi ts Unit • Charity number: 1164225

April 2019 – April 2020

Jobseeker’s Allowance
 Age 16–24 £57.90
 Age 25 or over £73.10

Maternity Allowance (up to) £148.68
Earnings threshold £30.00

Personal Independence Payment
Daily Living
 Standard £58.70
 Enhanced £87.65
Mobility
 Standard £23.20
 Enhanced £61.20

State Pension
State Pension £168.60
State Pension Category A or B £129.20
State Pension Category B or D £77.45
Adult dependant £70.00

Statutory Adoption, Maternity, Paternity 
and Shared Parental Pay £148.68
Earnings threshold £118.00

Statutory Sick Pay £94.25
Earnings threshold £118.00

Widowed Parent's Allowance £119.90

Child Tax Credit

Benefi t Cap
Outside Greater London
 Couples/lone parents £20,000
 Single adult £13,400
Greater London
 Couples/lone parents £23,000
 Single adult £15,410

National Minimum Wage £ per hour
Age 25 or over £8.21
Age 21–24 £7.70
Age 18–20 £6.15
Age 16–17 £4.35
Apprentice rate £3.90

Income Support, income-related 
Employment and Support 

Allowance and income-based 
Jobseeker’s Allowance

fi gures per week 
Capital Limits
Upper limit £16,000
Lower limit £6,000
Lower limit – care homes £10,000
(tariff income £1 pw per £250 or part £250)

Personal allowances
Single
 Age 16–24 £57.90
 Age 16–24 main phase ESA £73.10
 Age 25 or over  £73.10
Lone parent
 Under 18  £57.90
 Age 18 or over £73.10
Couples
 Under 18 depends on circumstances
 Both aged 18 or over £114.85

Components – ESA
Work-related activity component £29.05
Support component  £38.55

Premiums
Disability – not payable in ESA
 Single £34.35
 Couple £48.95
Enhanced disability
 Single  £16.80
 Couple £24.10
Severe disability £65.85
Carer  £36.85
Pensioner
 Single – not payable in IS £94.15
 Couple £140.40
  For ESA reduce by the 
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Disregarded earnings
 Single £5.00
 Couple £10.00
 Disability  £20.00
 Carer  £20.00
 Lone parent £20.00
 Firefi ghter/Lifeboat/Coastguard/TA £20.00
 Permitted work  – lower limit £20.00

– higher limit (not IS) £131.50

Other disregarded income
 War Pensions/Armed Forces Scheme £10.00
 Widowed Mother’s/Parent’s Allowance £10.00
 Student loan £10.00
  Income from boarder £20.00

(plus 50% of remainder)
 Income from subtenant £20.00

Housing Benefi t

fi gures per week 
Capital limits
Under Pension Credit qualifying age
Upper limit £16,000
Lower limit £6,000
(tariff income – £1 pw per £250 or part £250)

Over Pension Credit qualifying age
Upper limit £16,000
Lower limit £10,000
(tariff income – £1 pw per £500 or part £500)

Applicable amounts same as 
Income Support/JSA/ESA except:
Pensioner
 Single age under 65 £167.25
 Couple age under 65 £255.25
 Single age 65 and over £181.00
 Couple age 65 and over £270.60
Dependent children
 Child allowance £66.90
Premiums
 Family (pre May 2016 claims) £17.45
 Disabled child £64.19
 Enhanced disability (child) £26.04

Disregarded earnings same as 
Income Support/JSA/ESA except:
Lone parent £25.00
Working 16hrs/30hrs  £17.10
Childcare: maximum
 One child £175.00
 Two or more children £300.00
Incapable of work prior to Pension
Credit qualifying age or aged 80+ £20.00

Other disregarded income
 Maintenance paid for an adult £15.00
 War Pensions/Armed Forces Scheme £10.00
 Widowed Mother’s/Parent’s Allowance £15.00
 Student loan £10.00
 Income from boarder £20.00
 (plus 50% of remainder)
 Income from subtenant £20.00

Fuel deductions
 Heating £32.70
 Hot water £3.80
 Lighting £2.60
 Cooking £3.80
 All fuel £42.90
 One room £19.55

Meals deductions
 Three meals per day £28.55
 Less than three meals a day £19.05
 Breakfast only £3.55

Non-dependant deductions
Age 18 and working 16+ hours pw
 gross income less than £143.00 £15.60
 gross income £143.00–£208.99 £35.85
 gross income £209.00–£271.99 £49.20
 gross income £272.00–£362.99 £80.55
 gross income £363.00–£450.99 £91.70
 gross income £451.00 or over £100.65
Others age 18 or over unless disregarded £15.60

Child Tax Credit

fi gures per annum
Threshold £16,495
(entitled to CTC but not WTC) 

Elements
 Family £545
 Child £2,780
 Disability £3,355
 Severe disability £4,715

Working Tax Credit

fi gures per annum unless otherwise stated
Threshold £6,420

Elements
 Basic £1,960
 Couples and lone parents £2,010
 30-hour £810
 Disability £3,165
 Severe disability £1,365
 Childcare: maximum 
   One child 

 70% of weekly cost up to £175
   Two or more children

 70% of weekly cost up to   £300

Pension Credit

Capital limits 
No upper limit
Lower limit £10,000
(deemed income – £1 pw per £500 or part £500)

Standard minimum guarantee
 Single £167.25
 Couple £255.25

Dependent children 
 Eldest child or only child £63.84
 Child £53.34
 Disabled child   
  Lower rate £29.02
  Higher rate £90.23

Additional amounts
 Severe disability £65.85
 Carer £36.85

Savings credit threshold
 Single £144.38
 Couple £229.67

Savings credit
 Single – max £13.72
 Couple – max £15.35

Disregarded earnings
Single   £5.00
Couple  £10.00
Carer, age 80+, incapable of work prior to 
Pension Credit qualifying age, lone parent  £20.00

Other disregarded income
 War Pensions/Armed Forces Scheme £10.00
 Widowed Mother’s/Parent’s Allowance £10.00
  Income from boarders £20.00

(plus 50% of remainder)
 Income from sub-tenant £20.00

April 2019 – April 2020 April 2019 – April 2020
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Disregarded earnings
 Single £5.00
 Couple £10.00
 Disability  £20.00
 Carer  £20.00
 Lone parent £20.00
 Firefi ghter/Lifeboat/Coastguard/TA £20.00
 Permitted work  – lower limit £20.00

– higher limit (not IS) £131.50

Other disregarded income
 War Pensions/Armed Forces Scheme £10.00
 Widowed Mother’s/Parent’s Allowance £10.00
 Student loan £10.00
  Income from boarder £20.00

(plus 50% of remainder)
 Income from subtenant £20.00

Housing Benefi t

fi gures per week 
Capital limits
Under Pension Credit qualifying age
Upper limit £16,000
Lower limit £6,000
(tariff income – £1 pw per £250 or part £250)

Over Pension Credit qualifying age
Upper limit £16,000
Lower limit £10,000
(tariff income – £1 pw per £500 or part £500)

Applicable amounts same as 
Income Support/JSA/ESA except:
Pensioner
 Single age under 65 £167.25
 Couple age under 65 £255.25
 Single age 65 and over £181.00
 Couple age 65 and over £270.60
Dependent children
 Child allowance £66.90
Premiums
 Family (pre May 2016 claims) £17.45
 Disabled child £64.19
 Enhanced disability (child) £26.04

Disregarded earnings same as 
Income Support/JSA/ESA except:
Lone parent £25.00
Working 16hrs/30hrs  £17.10
Childcare: maximum
 One child £175.00
 Two or more children £300.00
Incapable of work prior to Pension
Credit qualifying age or aged 80+ £20.00

Other disregarded income
 Maintenance paid for an adult £15.00
 War Pensions/Armed Forces Scheme £10.00
 Widowed Mother’s/Parent’s Allowance £15.00
 Student loan £10.00
 Income from boarder £20.00
 (plus 50% of remainder)
 Income from subtenant £20.00

Fuel deductions
 Heating £32.70
 Hot water £3.80
 Lighting £2.60
 Cooking £3.80
 All fuel £42.90
 One room £19.55

Meals deductions
 Three meals per day £28.55
 Less than three meals a day £19.05
 Breakfast only £3.55

Non-dependant deductions
Age 18 and working 16+ hours pw
 gross income less than £143.00 £15.60
 gross income £143.00–£208.99 £35.85
 gross income £209.00–£271.99 £49.20
 gross income £272.00–£362.99 £80.55
 gross income £363.00–£450.99 £91.70
 gross income £451.00 or over £100.65
Others age 18 or over unless disregarded £15.60

Child Tax Credit

fi gures per annum
Threshold £16,495
(entitled to CTC but not WTC) 

Elements
 Family £545
 Child £2,780
 Disability £3,355
 Severe disability £4,715

Working Tax Credit

fi gures per annum unless otherwise stated
Threshold £6,420

Elements
 Basic £1,960
 Couples and lone parents £2,010
 30-hour £810
 Disability £3,165
 Severe disability £1,365
 Childcare: maximum 
   One child 

 70% of weekly cost up to £175
   Two or more children

 70% of weekly cost up to   £300

Pension Credit

Capital limits 
No upper limit
Lower limit £10,000
(deemed income – £1 pw per £500 or part £500)

Standard minimum guarantee
 Single £167.25
 Couple £255.25

Dependent children 
 Eldest child or only child £63.84
 Child £53.34
 Disabled child   
  Lower rate £29.02
  Higher rate £90.23

Additional amounts
 Severe disability £65.85
 Carer £36.85

Savings credit threshold
 Single £144.38
 Couple £229.67

Savings credit
 Single – max £13.72
 Couple – max £15.35

Disregarded earnings
Single   £5.00
Couple  £10.00
Carer, age 80+, incapable of work prior to 
Pension Credit qualifying age, lone parent  £20.00

Other disregarded income
 War Pensions/Armed Forces Scheme £10.00
 Widowed Mother’s/Parent’s Allowance £10.00
  Income from boarders £20.00

(plus 50% of remainder)
 Income from sub-tenant £20.00

April 2019 – April 2020 April 2019 – April 2020
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NON-MEANS-TESTED
Attendance Allowance
 Lower rate £58.70
 Higher rate £87.65

Bereavement Support Payment
With dependent children
 Lump sum £3,500
 Monthly payment £350.00
Without dependent children
 Lump sum £2,500
 Monthly payment £100.00

Carer’s Allowance £66.15
 Adult dependant £38.90
 Earnings threshold £123.00

Child Benefi t
 Eldest or only child £20.70
 Each other child £13.70

Child dependant additions
 Eldest or only child £8.00
 Each other child £11.35

Disability Living Allowance
Care component
 Lower rate £23.20
 Middle rate £58.70
 Higher rate £87.65
Mobility component
 Lower rate £23.20
 Higher rate £61.20

Employment and Support Allowance
Basic allowance
 Age 16–24  £57.90
 Age 16–24 main phase £73.10
 Age 25 or over £73.10
Work-related activity component £29.05
Support component £38.55
Permitted work  – higher limit £131.50

– lower limit £20.00 

Guardian’s Allowance £17.60

Industrial Injuries (100%) £179.00

April 2019 –
     April 2020

BENEFIT
RATES

MEANS-TESTED 

Universal Credit

fi gures per month
Capital limits 
Upper limit £16,000
Lower limit £6,000
Lower limit – care homes £10,000
(yield income – £4.35 per £250 or part £250)

Allowances
 Single age under 25 £251.77
 Single age 25 or over £317.82
 Couple both under 25 £395.20
 Couple either 25 or over £498.89

Elements
Eldest or only child £277.08
Child  £231.67
Disabled child
 Lower rate £126.11
 Higher rate £392.08
Limited capability for work £126.11
Limited capability for work – 
related activity £336.20
Carer  £160.20

Childcare: maximum
 One child 85% of cost up to £646.35
  Two or more children 85% 

of cost up to £1,108.04

Housing cost contribution
Age 21 and over £73.89

Work Allowances
Responsible for child/limited capability for work
Lower: with housing costs £287.00
Higher: without housing costs £503.00

Welfare Benefi ts Unit • Charity number: 1164225

April 2019 – April 2020

Jobseeker’s Allowance
 Age 16–24 £57.90
 Age 25 or over £73.10

Maternity Allowance (up to) £148.68
Earnings threshold £30.00

Personal Independence Payment
Daily Living
 Standard £58.70
 Enhanced £87.65
Mobility
 Standard £23.20
 Enhanced £61.20

State Pension
State Pension £168.60
State Pension Category A or B £129.20
State Pension Category B or D £77.45
Adult dependant £70.00

Statutory Adoption, Maternity, Paternity 
and Shared Parental Pay £148.68
Earnings threshold £118.00

Statutory Sick Pay £94.25
Earnings threshold £118.00

Widowed Parent's Allowance £119.90

Child Tax Credit

Benefi t Cap
Outside Greater London
 Couples/lone parents £20,000
 Single adult £13,400
Greater London
 Couples/lone parents £23,000
 Single adult £15,410

National Minimum Wage £ per hour
Age 25 or over £8.21
Age 21–24 £7.70
Age 18–20 £6.15
Age 16–17 £4.35
Apprentice rate £3.90

Income Support, income-related 
Employment and Support 

Allowance and income-based 
Jobseeker’s Allowance

fi gures per week 
Capital Limits
Upper limit £16,000
Lower limit £6,000
Lower limit – care homes £10,000
(tariff income £1 pw per £250 or part £250)

Personal allowances
Single
 Age 16–24 £57.90
 Age 16–24 main phase ESA £73.10
 Age 25 or over  £73.10
Lone parent
 Under 18  £57.90
 Age 18 or over £73.10
Couples
 Under 18 depends on circumstances
 Both aged 18 or over £114.85

Components – ESA
Work-related activity component £29.05
Support component  £38.55

Premiums
Disability – not payable in ESA
 Single £34.35
 Couple £48.95
Enhanced disability
 Single  £16.80
 Couple £24.10
Severe disability £65.85
Carer  £36.85
Pensioner
 Single – not payable in IS £94.15
 Couple £140.40
  For ESA reduce by the 

component amountDR
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Two child limit:  
interim period ending
We are currently in a ‘child limit interim period’ during which 
new claimants for Universal Credit are directed to claim Child 
Tax Credit (and any other legacy benefits that apply) if they have 
three or more children. This period will end on 31 January 2019.

Under the two child limit rules, you 
can receive a child element in a Child 
Tax Credit or Universal Credit award 
for any child born before 6 April 2017, 
but you can only receive a child 
element for a third or subsequent 
child born after 6 April 2017 if they 
are covered by an exception.

Note: prior to regulations  
(SI.No.27/2019) introduced  
on 11 January 2019 and in 
force from 1 February 2019,  
the two child limit was applied 
differently in Universal Credit 
and you could only receive a 
child element for two children 
regardless of their date of birth, 
unless an exception applied.

You can be paid for a third or 
subsequent child if:

   they are born as the result  
of a multiple birth, other than  
the first born;

   the child was conceived as  
the result of non-consensual  
sex or abusive relationship;

   the child is the child of your 
dependent child aged under 16.

You can be paid for any child if:

   the child is adopted or

   you care for them as a non-
parental carer (kinship care);

Which child counts as the 
third or subsequent child?
To work out the order of your children 
and which one counts as your third or 
subsequent child, each child that you 
are responsible for is allocated a date. 
If you or your partner are the child’s 
parent, then this date is the child’s 
date of birth. If you or your partner 
are not the child’s parent, then the 
date allocated to them is the date 
that you became responsible for 
them. This ordering can become 
important in some cases, as it is  
only the third or subsequent child 
that certain exceptions can apply to. 

A recent court case ([2018] EWHC  
864 (Admin)), found that this  
method of ordering children is 
unlawful in the case of families who 
are caring for someone else’s child  
as part of their family but have not 
adopted them – i.e. kinship carers. 
The government have amended the 
rules (SI.No.1129/2018, – in force 
from 28 November 2018) to allow  
an additional element to be paid in 
these cases and have also extended  
it to include adopted children. 
Children covered by the kinship  
care or adoption exception are 
ignored when counting the  
maximum number of children.

An example of this in practice: 
previously if you had adopted your 
first child and then had two further 
birth children, only two elements 

would be payable, compared to  
the three that would be payable  
if you had two birth children and  
then adopted a third. The relaxation 
of the rules means that three 
elements would be payable in  
this situation, regardless of the 
ordering of the children.

Child limit interim period
During the interim period, it is only 
claimants who would have had to 
make a new claim for Universal  
Credit that are redirected to tax 
credits if they have more than two 
children. Claimants who already have 
an award remain on Universal Credit 
regardless of how many children they 
have; this includes claimants who 
have had an award within the last  
6 months or who become single  
and make a new claim within a 
month of the end of a joint claim.
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An issue came up recently on the 
Rightsnet discussion forum about 
Universal Credit work coaches.  
It appears that sometimes  
they can be quite demanding. 
Demanding, that is, when they 
really shouldn’t be. In relation, for 
instance, to vulnerable claimants.

So, we thought we would take  
this opportunity of bringing to  
your attention some of the 
guidance that constrains the 
behaviour of work coaches and 
other DWP members of staff.

The most important of these  
is “Vulnerability Guidance – 
Additional Support for Individuals”. 
Input those words onto a search 
engine and it should come up.

The guidance is global. It covers 
DWP operations across the board.

Here is a brief synopsis of its 
contents.

The guidance is to help DWP staff 
“deal with individuals with complex 
needs”, or who require additional 
support to enable them to access 
DWP services and benefits.

There then follows a definition  
of Social Justice: Social Justice  
is about giving individuals  
and families facing multiple 
disadvantages, the support  
and tools they need to turn  
their lives around.

The first responsibility is 
identification of those who  
require additional support. This will 
provide them with equal access to 
DWP services. Signs may manifest 
themselves in procedures relating 
to: understanding information, 
communicating information, 
interpreting situations. The 
claimant may display: distress, 

frustration, misunderstanding, 
unresponsiveness, an avoidance of 
eye contact, difficulty processing 
or remembering what has been 
said, or unacceptable behaviour.

Once the need for additional 
support has been identified,  
what special arrangements  
might be put in place? Here’s a  
list from the guidance:

   Assisted telephony service

   Face to face appointments

   Implementing benefit 
easements where appropriate

All service providers, including  
the DWP, have a legal duty to 
make “reasonable adjustments” to 
ensure their services are accessible 
to disabled people. This arises 
from the Equality Act 2010.

The DWP holds “marker 
information” that helps them  
to target support where it is  
most needed.

Certain life events may  
indicate the need for additional 
support. The guidance has a  
long list of what might constitute 

“life events”. Here are some of 
them: bereavement, divorce, 
caring responsibilities, drug and 
alcohol use, redundancy, rural 
isolation, declaration of intention 
to commit suicide.

To further their policy aims and 
legal requirements, the DWP has 
an intranet site, a “Vulnerability 
Hub”, which brings together 
existing information and  
guidance to assist staff to  
support individuals with complex 
needs and those who may need 
additional support, even if it’s  
only on a temporary basis.

Prior to the introduction of the 
regulations which brought the 
application of the two child  
limit in Universal Credit in line  
with the application in tax credits  
(see note above), there were 
provisions in place during the interim 
period to ensure that Universal Credit 
claimants could receive the same 
number of child elements as tax 
credits claimants. If a Universal  
Credit claimant already had three  
or more child elements included  
in their claim on 6 April 2017, they 
could continue to receive them.  
If a Universal Credit claimant  
became responsible for a child born 
before 6 April 2017 during the interim 
period, a child element was payable 
even if there were already two 
children included in the claim. 

What will happen from  
1 February 2019?
New claims
Full service roll out of Universal Credit 
was completed in December 2018. 
Therefore, all new claimants in 
February 2019 will live in full service 
areas. Once the interim period has 
ended, all new claims will be for 
Universal Credit regardless of the 
number of children involved.

Existing claims
Universal Credit and Tax Credits

A child element will be payable for 
any child born before 6 April 2017. 
Elements for third or subsequent 
children born after 6 April 2017  
will only be payable where an 
exception applies. 

Please note, in both Universal Credit 
and Child Tax Credit, a disabled  
child element can be paid even if  
the child in question is not eligible  
for a child element. 

DWP Vulnerability Guidance
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CUC/50/2018 and CUC/51/2018 – 
Universal Credit Overpayments
I’ve been waiting several years for some cases like these to appear. 
In fact, I expected them to appear sooner. Much sooner.

I kept a weather-eye open for  
them because I’d heard, with some 
trepidation, that the subject of the 
appeals, Universal Credit regulations 
governing overpayments, were… 
unforgiving.

Well, two cases that deal with  
UC overpayments have appeared. 
And they go to prove the truth of 
these concerns.

A single claimant is transferred  
onto Universal Credit after starting 
and finishing some temporary work. 
He is paid an amount of £583.73 for 
this work on 15th December 2015.  
For the UC claim, the first assessment 
period is 1st to 31st December 2015.

Can you guess what happened?

I bet you can.

A decision maker overlooked the  
fact that the claimant’s wages  
were paid on 15th December – 
smack-bang in the middle of  
the first assessment period. Two 
decisions corrected the decision 
maker’s error: the first revised the 
claimant’s entitlement for December 
2015, and the second told him the 
overpayment was recoverable.

Prior to the introduction of Universal 
Credit, most overpayments were only 
recoverable sometimes. That is, an 
overpayment could only be recovered 
if the claimant failed to disclose or 
misrepresented a material fact.  
So, if the facts of the case warranted 
it, a claimant might be able to raise  
a defense against recovery.

In some ways, the issues before the 
Upper Tribunal were what they had 
always been: had the DWP correctly 
assessed the overpayment and could 
the claimant challenge recoverability?

The outcome of the Upper Tribunal’s 
decision in respect of the second 
issue, recoverability, however,  
was entirely different due to the  
UC regulations. Recoverability under 
UC is governed by section 71ZB of  
the Social Security Administration  
Act 1992. I remember the birth of this 
Act with great affection. It’s been 
through some changes since then.

And this is one of them.

Judge Jacobs, who oversaw the  
case, stated the following:

“This is different from the  
law that previously applied  
to most social security 
benefits: liability does  
not depend on a claimant 
misrepresenting or failing  
to disclose. That means  
that a claimant is liable  
for an overpayment even  
if it was caused by the 
Secretary of State”
Claimants can appeal against the 
amount of payment recoverable 
under section 71ZB, but nothing else. 
As a result, the claimant in this case 
could not challenge the DWP’s 
decision to recover the overpayment 
and the fact that it arose through 
official error is irrelevant.

WBU News
We’re pleased to announce that 
Kat Wordsworth, Welfare Rights 
Adviser, has attained the Level 3 
in Education and Training. The 
whole training team now hold 
this valued qualification.

Congratulations to Liz Wilson, 
Chief Executive, who graduated 
this month with a MSc in 
Voluntary Sector Management, 
after two years of personal 
study at Cass Centre for  
Charity Effectiveness. 
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CPIP/1035/2017 – evidence: 
inconsistencies between 
appellant’s direct evidence and 
that relayed by the representative.
A client with mental 
health problems was 
turned down for PIP, 
scoring 0 points.

With the help of a representative, she 
took the matter to a first-tier tribunal.

The first-tier tribunal dismissed  
the appeal on the basis that the 
appellant’s entire evidential case  
was unreliable.

The appellant then appealed to the 
Upper Tribunal, but request for leave 
to appeal at district level was refused, 
the Judge describing the grounds for 
appeal set out by the representative 
as “incoherent”.

The case came before Judge Mitchell 
at the Upper Tribunal. He granted 
permission for leave to appeal on  
the basis that the representative’s 

factual assertions were “dramatic 
and bizarre”. Furthermore, he 
identified the central issue as this: 

“was there a need to separate out  
the claimant’s direct evidence from 
that relayed by her representative 
due to the inconsistencies”.

Exactly how bizarre and far-fetched 
were the representative’s assertions 
on behalf of their client?

The bottom line, at any first-tier 
tribunal, is this: in the vast majority  
of cases, the first-tier tribunal is 
undoubtedly entitled to accept  
that a representative’s factual 
assertions, especially those of  
a professional representative,  
are made on a claimant’s instruction, 
so that they may be treated as part  
of the body of evidence advanced  
by the claimant.

Judge Mitchell found it difficult to 
accept the factual assertions made 
by the appellant’s representative for 
a number of reasons. This is perhaps 
why he described them as dramatic 

and bizarre.

The representative asserted 
that the appellant could 
have anxiety attacks lasting 
up to 18 hours, yet nowhere 

in the appeal papers was this 
ever asserted by the appellant.

Similarly, the representative  
said that during periods of 
mental ill-health, the 

appellant required carers to undress 
them. Yet nowhere in the papers did 
the appellant ever claim that this was 
the case.

Incontinence pads.  
The representative asserted  
that their client often had no idea 
where she was and for this reason 
needed the pads. Once again,  
Judge Mitchell could not “identify  
any evidence given directly by [the 
appellant] in which she claimed to 
need continence pads”.

What called the representative’s 
abilities into question more that 
anything else in their conduct was 
the assertion that both the decision 
maker and the health care 
professional should be the subject of 
a “full police criminal investigation”.

Credibility is always a live issue  
in appeal proceedings. In this  
case, it wasn’t the appellant’s 
credibility that was doubted,  
but the representatives.

This amounted to a material error of 
law, with Judge Mitchell concluding: 

“A specified aspect of dealing with 
cases fairly and justly is ensuring,  
so far as practicable, that a party  
is able to participate fully in the 
proceedings (rule 2(2)). In this case, 
there was a clear possibility that  
[the appellant’s] ability to participate 
in the proceedings was being 
damaged, rather than enhanced,  
by her representative”.
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‘Odd in the extreme’: High 
Court finds the DWP’s method 
of assessing earned income in 
Universal Credit unlawful.
In a judgement ([2019] EWHC 23 (Admin)) announced on 11 January 
2019, the High Court have decided that the way that the DWP assesses 
earned income is unlawful and a misinterpretation of the UC regulations. 

The case involved four single working 
mothers (including one referred to 
CPAG by the WBU), whose pay days 
fell near the end of their Universal 
Credit monthly assessment period. 

In months where they were paid  
early (due to the normal day falling 
on a weekend or a bank holiday),  
the claimants UC awards were 
reduced or lost altogether due to 
them being treated as if they had 
earned twice as much money in that 
assessment period. There was also  
an issue with the work allowance  
(the amount of earnings that can  
be disregarded if you have limited 
capability for work or responsibility 
for a child); the claimants only 
benefited from one work allowance  
in the month that they received the 
double pay and missed out in the 
month where they were treated as 
though they had no earned income. 

The High Court’s conclusion was  
this: ‘the amount of the earned 
income of a claimant in respect of  
an assessment period is to be based 
on, but will not necessarily be the 
same as, the amount of earned 
income actually received in that 
assessment period. There will  
need to be an adjustment where,  

as in the present case, the claimants 
actually received two months’ salary 
in one assessment period but the 
combined salaries do not, in fact, 
constitute earned income in respect 
of the period of time included in that 
assessment period’.

Quite rightly, Justice Singh  
stated that the current method  
of assessment was not only  

‘odd in the extreme’ and could  
lead to ‘nonsensical’ situations,  
but that it had caused ‘severe cash 
flow problems’ for claimants who 
were doing all that they could to  
work and support their families. 

If the decision stands, it is unclear 
what the remedy will be. The High 
Court themselves acknowledge  
that this does not have  
an easy solution:  
‘We do not belittle  
the administrative  
inconvenience or  
the cost involved’.  
Assessing UC on  
the basis of  
actual income  
received in the 
monthly  
assessment  
period is a  

founding principle of UC, with the  
use of HMRC’s Real Time Information  
system (which automatically  
reports PAYE earnings to the DWP)  
a significant mechanism in the  
whole UC administrative process. 

Will the DWP appeal?  
Will they change the guidance? 
Watch this space… 

The decision in full:  
https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/
EWHC/Admin/2019/23.html
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CE/2665/2017 – meaningful  
marks with a pen or pencil. 
This is what I would describe as a “review” decision. I don’t 
use the word “review” in any legal sense, though I hope for the 
sake of clarity I can succeed in using the word with at least 
some sense, as this is an article about that very thing: marks 
on a piece of paper, and whether they are meaningful, or not.

A review decision: one of those Upper 
Tribunal decisions that takes a usually 
long-overdue look at old case-law, 
and updates it, for the modern world.

Actually, that’s not strictly true.  
The two cases under review  
were decided, only quite recently,  
in 2015 and 2017. And I guess the 
world was as modern then as it is 
now. Decisions from the recent  
past don’t grow old that quickly. 

The decision concerns ESA descriptor 
5(c): “cannot use a pen or pencil to 
make a meaningful mark with either 
hand”. The appellant had weakness 
down his right side as the result of a 
stroke. This affected his ability to 
write with his right hand, and he was 
naturally right-handed. The signature 
on the ESA form had been signed 
with his left hand.

The tribunal found in favour of  
the appellant on the ground that  
the single signature on the ESA50 
was not a meaningful mark because 
the DWP had not clearly explained 
whether it could be made by the  
left or right hand.

The Secretary of State appealed  
to the Upper Tribunal, upon which  
the issue before it was refined thus: 
had the tribunal undertaken a 
sufficiently thorough assessment  
of manual dexterity when deciding 
whether a claimant satisfied 
descriptor 5(c)?

In steps Judge Wright and allows  
the appeal, remitting it to a new 
tribunal with the following guidance.

He endorses the findings of the  
two decisions I mentioned above – 
the one from 2015 (SM v SSWP),  
and the one from 2017 (SSWP v LH). 
In so doing, he emphasizes three 
points of focus for the issues raised  
by this appeal:

   the language of the test requires 
consideration to be given to the 
person’s ability to use both the 
right and the left hand;

   the test is not whether the person 
can write a word or sentence with 
either hand but the more limited 
test of not being able to make a 
meaningful mark with either hand; 
and

   the use of the word “Cannot” in 
the descriptor requires attention to 
be given to a claimant’s functional 
ability to make a meaningful mark 
with either hand across a range of 
potential situations.


